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Celli and colleagues (December issue)1 are to be
congratulated on their proposal for a multidimen-
sional staging system for chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). However, every new
system generates new problems a priori.
Several questions arise from the results with
principal component analysis (PCA) used in this
article for validation purposes. Loading coefficient
for MMRC (0.46) is rather low to be interpreted as
an independent dimension of functional profile of
COPD patients in contrast to several parameters in
symptoms group (factor 2) that appear to be an
important component but not included in the
proposed staging system. The partial pressure of
arterial oxygen (PaO2—other member of the new
system) were not explored in this analysis. Worthy
of note is that in our study blood gas parameters
are loaded on the same factor with the mean
pulmonary arterial pressure.2
It would be interesting to know two other
informative parameters of PCA—the relative
weight of factors that determine the total variance
of the data as well as the percentages of the
undefined (unexplained) variance.
It is not only our belief that the ‘‘ideal’’ complex
index for assessment of COPD patients has to
contain at least three characteristics complemen-
tary to the proposed ones: smoking habits (the
causal link between the smoking and COPD pro-
gression is beyond doubt), the exacerbation rate (a
major event in the natural history of COPD that is
rather a prognostic factor3 than an outcome
variable) and patients’ age (because of the
increased co-morbidity) or as an alternative—a
combined comorbidity index.4 Finally, at Annual
Congress of ERS, 2005, we proposed a more
comprehensive, validated system for assessmentee front matter & 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserv
med.2006.03.040and staging of COPD, termed DO RE MI BOX5 where
dyspnea (D), obstruction (O), rate of exacerbation
(RE), movement (exercise) intolerance (MI), body
mass index (B) and partial pressure of oxygen—-
PaO2 (OX) were included. Despite the fact that DO
RE MI BOX is also a subject to various limitations, it
showed construct and concurrent validity for
assessment of COPD and slightly better ability than
BODE index6 to predict risk for death in COPD.References
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